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Come Find Me Two Years Ago... 

What if, once upon a time, I had taken that leap of faith? Our choices not only affect us, but send tremors of change

that can alter the destiny of others. Especially if you happen to construct a time-travel portal.

I love the use of time travel in this book. I haven't seen it done in quite this way before, and I think it added an

original twist to the paranormal romance genre. - Amanda Hocking (Trylle Trilogy, Kanin Chronicles)

"I think it has a very clever hook and plays so well against a variety of genres -YA, fantasy, romance, sci-fi. It's a very

tough balancing act to walk the tightrope of so many genres without slipping up on one of them, but I'll be damned if

you didn't pull it off with aplomb"- Terry Goodman (Senior Editor at Amazon Publishing)

I don't usually read YA novels, but PORTAL (Portal Chronicles) had me hooked from the beginning. Imogen Rose

has crafted a wonderful story that's not just for teens. D.B. Henson (Deed to Death)

As I delighted in the beautiful writing of Imogen Rose, I was reminded of Jack Finney and my all time favorite,

Robert Silverberg.- Barabara Silkstone (Regency Pride and Prejudice variations)

I was taken by this book and series it grabbed my heart and soul and had my brain working and buzzing in

excitement with the sci fi twist I was never putting down until I had read every book in the series! - Lousie Hunter
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(All Things Paranormal and Romance)

This is an imaginative tale with well-drawn characters and settings. The author is a talented writer, spinning an

entertaining story that holds the reader's interest to the end. - Donna Fasano (The Single Daddy Club and other

romances)

Twilight meets The Time-Travelers Wife! - Stephen Windwalker (Kindle Nation)

PORTAL single by SHE SAID SAVE ME: ASIN: B00IDXVVV8 (also available on iTunes)
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